AdnonSyed #992005477
301 East Eager Street
Baltimore, MD. 21202
Dear Adnon,

How is everything? I know that we haven’t been best friends in the past, however
I believe in your innocence. I know that central booking is probably not the best place to
make friends, so I’ll attempt to be the best friend possible. I hope that nobody has
attempted to harm you (not that they will). Just remember that if someone says
something to you, that their just f**king with your emotions. I know that my first letter
was probably a little harsh, but I just wanted you to know where I stode in this entire

issue (on the centerline). I don’t know you very well, however I didn’t know Hae very
well. The information that I know about you being in the library could helpful,
unimportant or unhelpful to your case. I’ve been think a few things lately, that I wanted
to ask you:

1. Why haven’t you told anyone about talking to me in the library? Did you think it was
unimportant, you didn’t think that I would remember? Or did you just totally forget

yourself?
2. How long did you stay in the library that day? Your family will probably try to

obtain the library’s surveillance tape.
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3. Where exactly did you do and go that day? What is the so-called evidence that my

statement is up against? And who are these WITNESSES?
Anyway, everything in school is somewhat the same. The ignorant (and some

underclassmen) think that you’re guilty, while others (mostly those that know you) think
you’re innocent. I talked to Emron today, he looked like crap. He’s upset, most of your

“CRUCHES” are. We love you, I guess that inside I know that you’re innocent too. It’s
just that the so-called evidence looks very negative. However I’m positive that
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everything'will work out in favor of the truth. The main thing that I’m worried about is

that the real killers are probably somewhere laughing at the police and the news, that
makes me sick!! I hope this letter and the ones that follow ease you days a little. I guess

if I didn’t believe in your innocence, that I wouldn’t write to you .
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The other day (Monday) We (some of Mr. Parker’s class) were talking about it

and Mrs. Shab over-heard us; she said, “Don’t you think the police have considered
everything, they wouldn’t just lock him up unless they had “REAL” evidence.” We just

looked at her, then continued our conversations. Mr. Parker seems un-opinionated, yet he
seemed happy when I told him that I spoke to you family about the matter ( I told him)

Your brothers are nice, I don’t think I met your mother, I think I met you dad; does he

have a big gray beard. They gave me and Justin soda and cake.
There was a whole bunch of people at you house, I didn’t know
who they were. I also didn’t know that Muslims take their shoes
off in the house. . .thank God they didn’t make me take mine off,
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my stinky feet probably would have knocked everyone out cold.
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I over-heard Will and Anthony talking about you, they don’t think you did

“IT” either. I guess most people don’t. Justin’s mom is worried about you
too. She gave me your home number, when Justin was in school. Classes are

boring, that’s one benefit to being “there”, no school!!
They issued a school newsletter on the issue, so everyone is probably aware. It didn’t say
your name, but between that, gossip and the news, your name is known. I’m sorry this

had to happen to you. Look at the bright side when you come back, won’t nobody f**k

with you and at least you’ll know who your real friends and new friends
should be. Also, you’re the most popular guy in school. Shoot. . .you
might get prom king.
You’ll be happy to know that the gossip is dead for your associates, it’s
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starting to get old. Your real friends are concentrated on you and your defense. I want

you to know that I’m missing the instructions of Mrs. Ogle’s CIP class, writing this letter.
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It’s weird, since I realized that I saw you in the public library that day, you’ve been on
my mind. The conversation that we had, has been on my mind. Everything was cool that
day, maybe if I would have stayed with you or something this entire situation could have

been avoided. Did you cut school that day? Someone told me that you cut school to play
video games at someone’s house. Is that what you told the police? This entire case

puzzles me, you see I have an analytical mind. I want to be a criminal psychologist for
the FBI one day. I don’t understand how it took the police three weeks to find Hae’s car,

if it was found in the same park. I don’t understand how you would even know about
Leakin Park or how the police expect you to follow Hae in your car, kill her and take her
car to Leakin Park, dig a grave and find you way back home. As well how come you
don’t have any markings on your body from Hae’s struggle. I know that if I was her, I
would have struggled. I guess that’s where the

SO-CALLED witnesses. White girl Stacie just mentioned that she thinks you did it.
Something about your fibers on Hae’s body. . .something like that (evidence). I don’t
mean to make you upset talking about it...if I am. I just thought that maybe you should
know. Anyway I have to go to third period. I’ll write you again. Maybe tomorrow.
Hope this letter brightens your day. .. Your Friend,
Asia R. McClain

P.S: Your brother said that he going to tell you to maybe call me, it’s not necessary,

save the phone call for your family. You could attempt to write back though. So I can
tell everyone how you’re doing (and so I’ll know too).
Asia R. McClain
6603 Marott Drive

Baltimore, MD 21207
Apparently a whole bunch of girl were crying for you at the jail. . .Big Playa Playa
(ha ha ha he he he).
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